UW GOSPEL CHOIR
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, director

December 2, 2013 7:30 PM

PROGRAM

1. EVERYBODY CLAP YOUR HANDS .................................................... Troop
   2:56

2. GREAT IS THY FAITHFULNESS .................................................. JOE PACE (arr. Marcus Pettit)
   3:55

3. WE GIVE HIM THE PRAISE ....................................................... Traditional
   Soloist: Kallie Sullivan
   4:39

4. MORE THAN ANYTHING ............................................................ LAMAR CAMPBELL
   5:11

5. PRETTY LITTLE BABY ............................................................... Spiritual
   Soloists: Tin-Yu Lien, Anthony Lopez
   3:19

6. WHAT IS THIS? ....................................................................... WALTER HAWKINS
   Soloist: Ben Hagan
   Accompanied by members of the Wind Ensemble
   4:34

7. WALK AND TALK WITH JESUS .................................................. JAMES CLEVELAND
   Soloist: Arielle Torres
   2:42

8. WE SING PRAISES TO THE KING ............................................. SHEKINAH GLORY MINISTRY
   3:26

9. I AM YOUR SONG ..................................................................... JONATHAN NELSON
   5:08

10. GLORIOUS ............................................................................. ISRAEL HOUGHTON
    Accompanied by the Wind Ensemble of Mount Zion Baptist Church
    4:02

11. Hallelujah Chorus (A Soulful Celebration) ................................ QUINCY JONES
    Soloist: Krista Holloman
    Accompanied by the Wind Ensemble and Liturgical Dancers of Mount Zion Baptist Church
    5:42

12. OUTRO - 2' 

Phyllis M. Byrdwell, keyboard
Wadie Ervin, bass guitar / Ben Hagan, keyboard, soloist
Anthony Brown, percussion / Patricia Hunter, percussion
The Wind Ensemble of Mount Zion Baptist Church, Wadie Ervin, Director
The Liturgical Dancers of Mount Zion Baptist Church, Jessica Andrews-Hall, Director
THE GOSPEL CHOIR
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, director

SOPRANO
Yanling Zhu, Business
Shuting Chen, Economics
Xue Lin, CEP
Yunle Wang, Biology
Tamayo Konishi, Psychology
Zhiming Zhong, Biochemistry
Laura Matheson, Psychology
Colleen Kearnes, Dance
Julie Siegfried, Social Welfare
Kallie Sullivan, Psychology
Yingqi Sheng, Economics
Marissa Williams, Math
Krista Holloman, Biology
Esther Weil, Physics
Elena Hengstmann, Earth & Space Sciences
Mina Ali, Biochemistry
Jocelyn Chang, Electrical Engineering
Yu-Hsuan Wu, Art
Anabela Fong, Communications
Soojeong Yoon, Biochemistry
Jinjoo Yoon, Accounting
Xue Du, Economics
Jiaxing Kuang, Pre-Major

ALTO
Amber Inman, Communication
Adrienne Hampton, Environmental Studies
Cameron Anderson, Business
Kara Smith, Business Administration
Katelyn Elmenhurst, Early Childhood & Family Studies
Young Won Kwak, Communications
Sarah Park, Public Health
Ester Cho, Sociology
Stephanie Rothrock, English
Bernadita Mangiona, Physiology
Arielle Leah Torres, Fine Arts
Rozina ketsela, Nursing
Ilona Chebotareva, Mathematics
Chelsey McKenzie, Nursing
Joanne Baes, Biochemistry
Tracy Yuan, Electrical Engineering
Nava Khademisyan, Mathematics
Samiesha Fairley, Psychology
Jenna Grillo, Chemistry
Kalia Hobbs, Spanish
Carolyn Dawson, Business Administration

Haly Ryoko, Environmental Studies
Yi Wang, Economics
Keting Cen, Undecided
Zhijie Wang, Accounting
Clare Morrison, Law, Societies & Justice
Amy Baer, CHID
Becky Esser, Trigonometry
Betsy Ingalls, Aeronautical Engineering
Tiana Steckler, Oceanography-Deep Sea Exploring
Kirsten Lucero, Psychology
Laura Hudgings, Anthropology
Kathryn Seal, Spanish
Adrienne Ton, Public Health
Emiko Kobayashi, Biochemistry
Britnee Bali, Political Science
Yasaman Azodi, Biochemistry
Melissa Grimm, Business
Kris Caroline Raymundo, Biochemistry
Rae Schwartz, Early Childhood & Family Studies
Megan Krzyzanowski, Communication
Ahran Jo, Undecided
Madison Shinn, Law, Societies & Justice
Michelle Cary, Accounting
Alli Brandner, Business Administration
Linda Graham, Social Welfare

TENOR
Tianying Chen, Psychology
Paul Kwon, Finance
Johnny Sor, Communications
Travis Deron Duell, Chemistry
Ze Yu, Psychology
Jackson Brown, Computer Science
Robby Soble, Communications
Luyi Lu, Computer Science
Tin-Yu Lien, Respiratory Therapy
Oudi Zheng, Economics

BASS
Anthony Lopez, Biochemistry
Jesse Zonnefeld, Communications
Harrison Stankey, Aeronautics & Astronautics
Jeffrey Coats, Undecided
Scott Jerde, Electrical Engineering
Jacob Koch, Computer Science
Paul Wallbatt, Physics
Sean O’Dell